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CHRISTINE OTT

  « Christine Ott is a very mischievous extraterrestrial being. Always looking for more than having set her sights on the 
Ondes Martenot, an enigmatic electronic musical instrument invented by Maurice Martenot in 1928, she is working with an 
ever-present passion to shuffle the cards, to the delight of all. (...) We can come across the «ondist» in classical music festivals 
or famous opera houses, performing major works of the repertoire (Messiaen, Honegger, Varese...), find her on tour with Yann 
Tiersen, or alongside Radiohead, Syd Matters and other Tindersticks . She composes, creates original soundtracks for films and 
cine-concerts, multiplies demanding collaborations, transmits her love for the Ondes with enthusiasm to her students of the 
Strasbourg Conservatoire. She invents, again and again. 
 Welcome to the magical world of Christine Ott »
        Le Quartz, Brest, 2016

CHRISTINE OTT

PRESENTATION
Ondes Martenot virtuoso, Christine Ott is also a very talented pianist. From movie soundtracks 
to opera, through improvisation, contemporary music, theatre plays, dance or rock music, her 
musical path is always guided with a ‘no limit’ spirit and the will to share her passion for new 
sounds. Christine Ott is an eclectic true artist with a targeted musical journey that knows no 
concessions, always driven by an insatiable curiosity, uncompromising musical choices, and 
cooperations born with passion and heart which last over time, such as with Yann Tiersen, 
Radiohead, Tindersticks, Syd Matters, Daau, Raphelson, Noir Désir, Vénus.... Her music is all 
together unclassifiable, disturbing, inspired and melodious.



CHRISTINE OTT

KEY DATES

- 1992: Graduated of the Strasbourg Acadamy, Gold Medal in Ondes Martenot
- 1994: Classical solist for Opera Il Mantello by Luciano Chailly, Teatro Politeama in Palermo
- 1995: Classical solist for Les Trois petites liturgies de la Présence Divine by Olivier Messiaen, directed 
by Steven Mercurio, Festival de musique de Menotti à Spoleto
- 1997: Teaching the Ondes Martenot at the Music Academy of Strasbourg (France)
- 2000: François de Roubaix Composition Competition laureate 
- 2001: interpreter for «Le fabuleux destin d’Amélie Poulain» soundtrack composed by Yann Tiersen.
- 2001: Ondist for Radiohead on Amnesiac tour Canal+ show
- 2003: Solist for the opera Jeanne au bûcher by Arthur Honneger with Irène Jacob, directed by Stefan 
Anton Reck & Daniele Baladinelli
- From 2001 to 2009: World Tour with Yann Tiersen.
- 2006: Ondes Martenot solist for 1st Electronic Music Festival in Budapest
- 2008: «Eric Tabarly» soundtrack, interpreter, original soundtrack composed by Yann Tiersen.
- 2008: Ondist for «Smear» written by Jonny Greenwood (Radiohead) which she played successively in 
Oslo and then at the Radio France Présences Festival.
- 2008: French tour with Syd Matters
- 2009: «Solitude Nomade», first solo album by Christine Ott
- 2009: This immortal coil recording, with members of DAAU, Yaël Naïm, Yann Tiersen, Vénus
- 2009: Live shows ; solo & duos with Anil Eraslan (cello). Support acts for Yann Tiersen
- 2009: «35 Rhums» soundtrack, interpreter, original soundtrack by Tindersticks.
- 2010: «Où Va La Nuit» soundtrack, interpreter, composed by Hugues Tabar-Noval.
- 2011: «La Fin Du Silence» directed by Roland Edzard, for which Christine composed the
soundtrack (Christine Ott Quartet). The movie was selected at the Directors’ Fortnight at the Cannes 
Film Festival (France).
- 2011: Recording for Tels Alain Bashung with Noir Désir
- 2011: «Carte blanche» to Christine Ott - Concerts on the basis of Christine’s compositions featuring 
Yann Tiersen, Marc Sens, Jean-Marc Butty...
- 2012: «Tabu» First ciné-concert creation, original music composed for Ondes Martenot, Piano, Hang 
drum and other percussions
- 2013: «Nanook of the north» ciné-concert creation, co-production for the International Film Festival 
of La Rochelle. 
- 2013: «24 hours of a woman’s life», original creation of musical show with an original scenography & 
videomapping by Michel Druez & Christine Ott.
- 2013: Onidst solist in La Suite Delphique by André Jolivet & Le Nocturne by Edward Michaël, with the 
Luxemburger Orchester de Chambre du Luxembourg (OCL) /
- 2014: Composition for the theater play «Schreib mir das lied vom Tod» by Cie Sturm Frei in Geneva. 
- 2014: Recording and live show for Cascadeur - Jazz à la Villette
- 2014: «Lotte, mon amour» ciné-concert creation, orignal music composed by Christine Ott, interpre-
ted with Anne-Irène Kempf and Katia Jacob. 
- 2015 Collaboration with Foudre!, Saaad, Frederic D Oberland & Mondkopf - Ciné-concert 
- 2015: «Snowdrops» duo with Mathieu Gabry, original soundtracks for theater plays and ciné-concert
- 2015: Recordings with Oiseaux-Tempête - upcoming album on Sub Rosa Unworks and rarities



CHRISTINE OTT

Cine-concert
solo / 2012 creation

Of Water and waves : 
«Eighty years after the shooting of the movie, the title of Murnau master-
piece may not only set what its scenario could let us believe. When coming 
out of the Ciné-concert of Tabu, no doubt is possible: there is indeed a 
secret link which joins together Reri, daughter of the water, to Christine, 
sister of the Ondes Martenot. Will we one day be able to know where this 
magic and Baudelaire-like correspondence comes from? Probably not… 
It may be better not to know… But, paradoxically, nothing forbids us to 
come as close as possible to the riddle, all senses in alert, and to dive into 
the images and the sounds. In these so pure moments when Christine Ott’s 
piano becomes a waterfall, a river, an ocean. In these so heartbreaking 
moments when the musician, without never over-playing or playing 
redundant illustration, manages to let go thanks to a very mysterious and 
fascinating instrument the tears that the audience may not always dare 
to have. Thereby the movie is like created again in front of us. We are all 
going to collect pearls to Paradise. We let ourselves being crushed by the 
incessant waves, like agreeing victims. However, as the show comes to an 
end, hypnotized by the mermaids and their singing, we now know that 
the movie cannot end on a sour taste. Under Christine’s fingers, the Eden 
retrieved its sea. Gone with the sun.» 

Thierry Méranger , journalist at «Cahiers du Cinéma» 

Past representations : Transylvania International Film Festival - Cluj (Romania) / Dreux 
Theater / Le Balzac Cinema, Paris / Augenblick Festival, Erstein Cinema / 

Salle du cercle Bischheim / French Film Festival in Tübingen (Germany) / Museum of Mo-
dern Art in Strasbourg / French Film International Festival in La Rochelle / Cultural House of 

Thann / Cultural Center in Kinneksbond (Luxembourg) / Film Festival in Anères

 
Tabu by Christine Ott / Solo cine-concert / 2012 / 1h20

A film by FW Murnau & Robert Flaherty 
Composed & interpreted by Christine Ott

TABU

PROJECTS ON STAGE



CHRISTINE OTT

PROJECTS ON STAGE

Concert and stage design (set & lighting)
2011 creation

 
“A poetic and dreamlike journey”.

 
«From dawn to night, from childhood to adult life, this show provides us 

with a woman’s destiny, closely linked to the nature that surrounds her. 
We get successively lifted and carried away  by the Ondes Martenot, the 

piano, the sound effects and the voice of the exceptional artist.»

 
Composed and interpreted by Christine Ott 

Lights, Scenography, Video mapping : Michel Druez
Costums : Claire Barberot

Artistic assistance : Michelle Bordmann, Maureen,  Mylène Lipp-De Moya
Voices : Ysaline & Prune Lipp-De Moya, Paul D’Amour

24 hours of a 
woman’s life



CHRISTINE OTT

PROJECTS ON STAGE

Based on Christine Ott’s compositions and/or 
classical and contemporary music pieces

 
“Between rock music and classical music, between melodies and sound 

sculptures, Christine Ott gives a start to a polytonal merry-go-round, 
somewhere between Chostakovitch, Philippe Glass and Radiohead.”

 
“Yann Tiersen, to whom she has been an essential element of the sound 

system, both in live performances and in the album, since the album 
“L’Absente”, sees in her a blend of two radically opposite natures, 

both earthling and lunar.” 

SOLO CONCERTS



CHRISTINE OTT

PROJECTS ON STAGE

«Lotte, mon amour»

Ciné-concert / duo or trio / 2014 / 50 minutes
Original music composed by Christine Ott

interpreted by Christine Ott & Anne-Irène Kempf

«LOTTE, MON AMOUR»
stories & legends by Lotte Reiniger

NANOOK OF THE 
NORTH

«Nanouk l’esquimau»

Ciné-concert / duo / 2013 / 70 minutes
Original music composed by Christine Ott

interpreted by Christine Ott & Torsten Böttcher

«CARTE BLANCHE»
TO CHRISTINE OTT

Creation «Carte Blanche to Christine Ott» / Neuilly sur Seine, February 2010
Schiltigheim, salle du Cheval Blanc, January 2011

 Featuring : Yann Tiersen, Raphelson, José Navas, Marc Sens (Tiersen, Zone libre), Jade Ott, 
Jean-Marc Butty (PJ Harvey), Anil Eraslan, Denis Barthe (Noir Désir), Ophir Lévy, 

Olivier Maurel, Eric Groleau
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RECORD

First solo album
Mon slip / Mon pauvre ami

2009

feat. Yann Tiersen, Anne-Gaëlle Bisquay, François Pierron,
Eric Groleau, Marc Sens, Olivier Maurel, 

Thierry Balasse

SOLITUDE NOMADE

When, in 1928, Maurice Martenot introduced for the very first time the Ondes, which made him fa-
mous, he did not expect that, eighty years later, a ginger-hair tiny smuggler will take his invention, 
ancestor of the keyboard, to even higher places still under supervision. Is it the effect of an agile curio-
sity, together with a young girl enthusiasm, that turns Christine Ott into this elf with invisible wings 
materializing out of a wall? Here she comes, with “Solitude Nomade”, revitalizing her instrument with 
original compositions, written according to her memories, readings, life on the road, just like moments 
grabbed from the exhalations of an astral light.
      Les Inrockuptibles, Francis Dordor, may 2009

Right from the very first measures of «Solitude Nomade», a clarity feeling invites us to dream, to an 
inside travel. The timeless and ambitious pieces created by Christine Ott, and which constitute a soft 
and autumny repertoire, flood out in an almost complete balance. Neither forced elegance, nor maniac 
gesture.
      DNA, Joël Isselé, 23rd may 2009

“Solitude Nomade” is a miracle. It is neither a boring succession of virtuoso show up, nor a summary 
of the technical possibilities of the instrument, but a true musical adventure. The magic happens from 
the very first to the last second, without feeling totally routed. The album includes a background of 
melodies largely enough to please the beautiful-thing lover and take it to the wonderful and unique 
world of Christine Ott, who makes, with “Solitude Nomade”, a generous and attractive album. Quite 
simply.
      POPnews, Julien Flacelière, may 2009

Far from being a demonstrative album, some kind of colourful patchwork, both disorganized and 
diffuse, «Solitude Nomade» is accomplished, beautiful and dark, overwhelming and deep, delivered 
by a Christine Ott fully conscientious, a talented and wonderful musician before being a pre-eminent 
Ondes Martenot player. One could think of undergoing a sound experience, one ends up overwhel-
med by a modest and simply amazing artist.
      Pinkushion, Christophe Leigiaquegahar, may 2009

The album “Solitude Nomade” is a surprising - and successful! - instrumental album which will call 
to mind Summertime, Debussy and oriental music still without becoming indigestible like a Turkish 
delight.
      Magic Box, june 2009
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COLLABORATIONS
RECORDS

Syd Matters - Ghost days 
Cascadeur - Ghost surfer 
Noir Desir - Tels Alain Bashung
Valparaiso - Winter sessions
Yann Tiersen - Les retrouvailles 
This immortal Coil - The dark age of love 
Raphelson - Everything was story 
Yann Tiersen - Les oiseaux de passages 
Dominique A - Tout sera comme avant
Yann Tiersen - C’était ici 
Chapelier Fou - 613
Narcophony - Plays the residents 
Loïc Lantoine - A l’attaque
Julien Doré - Ersatz 
Yann Tiersen - On tour 
Roger Tessier - Electric Dream Fantasy
Mobiil - Contre le centre 
Dominique Petitgand - Le point de coté 
Jean-Philippe Goude - Aux solitudes 
Orso Jesenska - Effacer la mer 
Les têtes raides - Fragile 
Doctor flake - Flake up 
Yann Tiersen - L’absente 
Moko - Le voyage immobile 
Jasmine Vega - Time
Miam monster miam - Forgotten ladies
Weepers Circus - A la récré
Yann Tiersen - C’était ici
...

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS

Claire Denis Film Scores - Tindersticks
Le fabuleux destin d’Amélie Poulain - Tiersen
Où va la nuit - Hugues Tabar-Noval 
Tabarly - Yann Tiersen 
35 Rhums - Tindersticks 
Bastards - Tindersticks 
...

LIVE SHOWS - ACTUAL MUSICS

Yann Tiersen - 
On tour from 2000 to 2010
/
Radiohead 
Cascadeur 
Narcophony 
Têtes Raides 
Cie les Musiques à Ouïr 
Syd Matters 
Laetitia Shériff 
Married Monk 
Venus
Loïc Lantoine
Foudre!
...

THEATER SOUNDTRACKS

Ekaterina Ivanovna - Cie Unijambiste
Et maintenant il neige - Cie du hasard 
Schreib mir das lied vom tod - Cie Sturm Frei
Le passage des anges - Compagnie du hasard
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SELECTED PRESS

POLY MAG 2011 
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SELECTED PRESS

LES INROCKUPTIBLES 2009
SOLITUDE NOMADE
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SELECTED PRESS

TIFF CLUJ 2015
(English version)
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SELECTED PRESS

TIFF CLUJ 2015
(English version)
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SELECTED PRESS

TIFF CLUJ 2015
(English version)
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SELECTED PRESS

ROCKROSE MAG 2013


